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1.0 Executive Summary
This Preservation Needs Assessment, funded by a National Library of Australia Community
Heritage Grant, of collections held at Manning Clark House, located at 11 Tasmania Circle,
Forrest, ACT, was conducted in September 2013. It focuses on materials, objects and
furniture including:
 Objects and framed items displayed throughout the lower living areas and bedrooms of
the house.
 Furniture present throughout the lower living areas and bedrooms of the house.
 Objects displayed and housed in the kitchen.
 Fixtures located in the kitchen including the ‘Rayburn’ wood fire stove and hand painted
tiles.
 Fixtures located in the Bathroom including three hand painted tiles.
 Objects, furnishings and materials related to Dymphna Clark in the entry space.
 Objects and framed items displayed in the study floor landing.
 Objects and framed items displayed in the study including Manning and Dymphna’s
book collection, statuettes, passports and other personal items.
 Documents and research materials housed in the study.
 Objects housed in the study.
 Furnishings in the study.
These items were primarily surveyed to assess display and/or storage conditions, current
housing, current condition, handling and risks. In accordance with the Clark family’s wishes
the contents of the house have remained essentially as they were when Manning and
Dymphna were in residence. There has been no change in housing, display, storage or
environmental conditions since. This means that recommendations made in this PNA take
into account the Family’s wishes and the flexibility surrounding management of the
collection in this situation.

1.1

Collection Condition

The collection was generally found to be in fair to good condition. Materials identified as in
poor condition were most commonly due to the effects of cumulative light and UV exposure
and heat damage, past housing, current housing, no housing, prior use, current use,
unprotected display, and the inherent material qualities.
Due to their organic nature, many of these materials (paper based, textile, timber, leather,
plastics) are prone to light, fluctuating temperature and relative humidity, and insect
activity. Most objects of inorganic nature (metals, glass) are less prone to these conditions
and were found to be in good condition.
The combination of over exposure to natural light and fluctuating temperatures on material
housed in Manning Clark’s study has had a strong impact on the collection materials located
there. This has resulted in fading, warping and fragility of collection materials, particularly
single sheet paper based items.
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The collection has run out of storage space and many items are now randomly housed on
the study floor and in Bedroom 2. These items are at risk due to unprotected storage. To
ensure good long-term preservation new storage space needs to be identified and
established to house overflow material appropriately and allow for probable expansion of
the collection.
The house is still used and accessed by family, functions, events and guests for more than
70% of the year. This means that kitchens, bathrooms and bedrooms and by default,
associated collection components are use as they have always been used in the domestic
environment. To ensure good preservation practices surrounding collections and significant
items in these spaces, development and implementation of a policy to manage use, access
and maintenance is essential.
During the assessment several significant items of furniture was identified as requiring
repair to make them safe for use. Some chairs and other items are loose in their joints and
at risk of breakage or collapse during use if not repaired.
The House appears to not have a comprehensive collection inventory with no system for
managing use, loans and movement of collection items. Under these circumstances
collection items are at risk of loss.

1.2

Access

The collection is seen as a working part of the House and is accessible to those who wish to
use it by arrangement with House Management.
Most collection components are still in the spaces they were in when the house was a
residence and it is the intention of Management and the Family that this remain so.
Components of the significant collection are on permanent display including items in the
Study, the Entry Hall and around the house.

1.3

Key Preservation Requirements

The following key preservation requirements have been identified as essential to develop a
long term preservation program for the collections housed at Manning Clark House:
1. Plan for and develop alternative storage space for elements of the collection that are
currently seen as overflow (no actual location except on floors and furnishings). As the
collection appears to be growing extra storage is becoming essential.
2. Develop and implement a housekeeping policy including a program to clean all surfaces,
general shelves, fittings and objects. The policy should include a plan and instructions
for cleaning collection objects and appropriate cleaning techniques, materials and
products. This policy is linked to training for staff and volunteers to enable them to
undertake the work in-house.
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3.

Develop collection management policies including an acquisition and de accession
policy, use, collection inventory and movement management system.

4.

Develop and implement ways of managing the effect of cumulative light on collections
and furnishings.

5.

Training for staff and volunteers to undertake collection maintenance, collection
handling, participate in pest management programs, re house collections and undertake
condition assessment and documentation is necessary to implement appropriate and
correct preservation practices. It is recommended that a training program to build a
local skills base be established to assist in achieving this goal.

6.

Undertake appropriate repair of significant and other items of furniture to ensure they
are safe for use.

7.

Develop and implement a comprehensive integrated pest management program to
formalise practices already in place for the entire precinct.

8.

Develop a disaster plan to ensure to the management and reduction of risks of damage
to the collection, mostly from water related risks.

9.

Investigate the need to improve security of the site and collections.

2.0 Key Recommendations to Address These Issues
Manning Clark House has a dedicated, progressive management team. They are well aware
of the environmental problems surrounding the house and its collection and have taken
many steps to manage it on a basic level. The House requires a significant boost in
resources to implement the following recommendations including:

2.1







Key Short Term Recommendations: Action within 2 Years

Funding and resources to develop a new storage space for collection overflow.
Further and resources to develop and implement comprehensive housekeeping policy
for the house and collections.
Funding, training and resources to develop a comprehensive collection management
policy.
Funding, training and resources to develop and implement ways to reduce the impact of
cumulative light on collections.
Funding to engage a qualified furniture conservator to repair significant items of
furniture. Funding to undertake appropriate repair of non-significant furniture.
Funding for provision of preservation training for staff and volunteers to promote good
preservation practice throughout the collection and enable collection re housing to be
undertaken.
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Funding to enable the purchase of preservation housing materials to maintain and
improve collection housing in the new facility and in current space (preservation boxes
and packaging for material on open storage).

2.2

















Key Medium Term Recommendations: Action within 4 Years

Create a new storage space for collection overflow. Ensure it is fitted out with
appropriate shelving and cabinets. Commence identifying and re locating overflow
material to the new space.
Ongoing funding for staff and volunteer resources to maintain a comprehensive
housekeeping policy for the house and collections.
Ongoing funding to develop implement and maintain a comprehensive collection
management policy.
Implement ways to reduce the impact of cumulative light on collections. Continue to
monitor the effects of cumulative light and UV on items on permanent display.
Re assess the impact of environmental, display and house traffic on vulnerable wall
mounted items including items in the Study landing, study door and study. Consider
long-term preservation options for this material.
Ongoing funding for provision of further preservation training for staff and volunteers to
promote good preservation practice throughout the collection and enable collection re
housing to be undertaken.
Continue ongoing maintenance and repair of furniture in use. Continued funding for
significant furniture conservation repair.
Ongoing funding to continue the purchase of preservation housing materials to maintain
and improve collection housing (preservation boxes and packaging for material on open
storage).
Provide staff resources to maintain a collection disaster plan.

2.3
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Key Long Term Recommendations: Action within 6 Years

Staff Resources and funding to maintain a new storage space for collections. Continue
sorting and rehousing collection in this new space.
Ongoing funding and resources to maintain staff and volunteer resources to maintain a
comprehensive housekeeping policy for the house and collections.
Maintain a comprehensive collection management policy. Complete collection
inventory and collection movement management system.
Continue to manage and monitor reduction the impact of cumulative light on
collections.
Implement ways to ensure long term preservation of vulnerable wall mounted items
including items in the Study landing, study door and study.
Monitor the condition of significant furniture items and need for maintenance and
repair of furniture in use. Continued funding for significant furniture conservation repair
as required.
Ongoing funding for provision to maintain preservation training for staff and volunteers
as new people join to continue promotion of good preservation practice throughout the
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collection and enable collection re housing to be undertaken. Maintain ongoing
development of volunteer resources.
Ongoing funding to continue the purchase of preservation housing materials to continue
and improve collection housing (preservation boxes and packaging for material on open
storage).
Staff Resources to maintain a collection disaster plan and risk reduction.

Further recommendations based on the assessment carried out on site are detailed in the
main body of this PNA and at sections.
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3.0 Collection Policies
Manning Clark House is well managed within limited resources by a part-time on-site
manager and a Management Committee that is dedicated to managing and caring for the
house and its collections. They recognise the collection as a highly significant entity.
At this stage formalised policies dealing with preservation and access, acquisition, display, or
the way the house is used are not written. However informal policies are established,
mostly in line with the way Clark family wishes the house and contents to be used are
adhered to. The management committee recognises that formalisation of collection
management is essential to ensure long term preservation for the collections and building
fabric.

3.1

Policy Direction

Currently, general collection policy direction adhered to by the House Management is to
allow unrestricted access to collections to researchers and maintain display, housing and
storage of collection as they were when the house was the residence of Manning and
Dymphna Clark. Management has developed constitutional aims regarding management of
the Collection but do not currently have a formal policy drafted and sees this PNA as the
assisting them to:
 Develop a long term conservation and preservation plan for the collection.
 Ensure the best possible environmental control given the type of building and climate.
 Implement collection development, management and storage policies.
 Implement a new archive collection management system.
 Conserve yet provide access to parts of the collection identified as significant.
 Promote ongoing preservation awareness and skills amongst staff, members and
volunteers.
 Improvement and maintenance of good quality preservation housing for parts of the
collection identified as significant or under threat of loss through deterioration.

4.0 Collection
4.1

Description

The Manning Clark House collection is the accrued personal and scholarly effects belonging
to the Australian History Professor Manning Clark and his wife the distinguished linguist
Dymphna Clark (formerly Lodewyckx). The collection material spans the periods of their
lives from 1915 through to 2000. Of particular significance is the 2nd floor study used by
Manning Clark and the collection material displayed and stored in there. This is because the
collection in this area has been maintained in the way that Manning Clark left it. It is
representative of the working place of a notable historian and still houses a significant
amount of both Manning and Dymphna’s work.
Other parts of the collection are comprised of the contents of Manning and Dymphna’s
home dating from 1955.
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The residence is a 2 level house with a second story consisting of Manning Clarks personal
study which is only accessible by ladder. Other components of the collection are located
throughout the ground level containing the living areas, bathroom, kitchen and bedrooms.
The Collection includes:
 Objects and framed items displayed throughout the lower living areas and bedrooms of
the house.
 Furniture present throughout the lower living areas and bedrooms of the house.
 Objects displayed and housed in the kitchen.
 Fixtures located in the kitchen including the ‘Rayburn’ wood fire stove and hand painted
tiles.
 Fixtures located in the Bathroom including three hand painted tiles.
 Objects, furnishings and materials related to Dymphna Clark in the entry space.
 Objects and framed items displayed in the study floor landing.
 Objects and framed items displayed in the study including Manning and Dymphna’s
book collection, statuettes, passports and other personal items.
 Documents and research materials housed in the study.
 Objects housed in the study.
 Furnishings in the study.
The entire collection was assessed over 2 days, with a further week of continued
environmental monitoring undertaken. The objects in the collection are made of a large
range of materials including; metals (iron, brass, silver), a variety of woods, leather, ivory,
glass, ceramics, textiles, canvas, paper based materials and synthetic solids such as Bakelite
and other plastic materials.
4.1.1 Use
Access and use of the collection is currently unrestricted to those using the house and does
not require the supervision of staff members or volunteers. The collection and study have
been made available for use by residing guests and researchers as it is the families wish to
maintain the property as an accessible cultural centre. In regards to this the property is
maintained as a functioning place of accommodation and rest for some researchers and the
Clark family. General use of the house is confined to the ground floor and is occupied
approximately two hundred nights of the year. The use of the house for accommodation
and the occasional function means that the kitchen and bathroom must be used and the
objects associated with it are available for use.
The study is generally open and able to be viewed and used by visitors and researchers.
There appear to be no restrictions on access to the collection materials held in this area
despite their significance. In accordance with the wishes of the Clark family the desk, chair
and collection materials are kept readily accessible for access and use.
Currently, the collection is not readily available in other formats, so all access to the
collection is via interaction with original materials. The family still maintains full access and
ownership of the material and may choose to remove material from the collection at their
discretion.
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Condition and Storage

The collection was generally found to be in fair to good condition. Materials identified as in
poor condition were most commonly due to the effects of light and heat damage, past
housing, current housing, prior use, current use, unprotected display, and the inherent
material qualities.
Due to their organic nature, many of these materials (paper based, textile, leather) are
prone to light, fluctuating temperature and relative humidity, and insect activity. Most
objects of inorganic nature such as metals and glass are less prone to these conditions and
were found to be in good condition.
The combination of over exposure to natural light and fluctuating temperatures on material
housed in Manning Clark’s study has had a strong impact on the collection materials located
there. This has resulted in fading, warping and fragility of collection materials, particularly
single sheet paper based items.
There is some evidence of water or condensation damage on some of the framed paperbased artwork on study. This may have been caused by the location of the items in close
proximity to a window oriented on the south side which can be subjected to strong winds or
extreme variation in relative humidity conditions. Seals on this window should be further
assessed to see if they are allowing water penetration during wet weather.
Storage of paper based collection items located on shelves and in cabinets in the study is
sufficient. However, overcrowding and poor support on the bookshelves and in some filing
cabinet drawers is resulting in distress to documents and volumes that have been stored on
their spines or have been placed on angles in order to accommodate size limitations.
Overcrowding of some book shelves combined with high shelving and the storage of
miscellaneous items at floor level makes the collection very difficult to access with resultant
risk of damage and loss during access. The collection of miscellaneous documents and
objects stored on the floor in free stacks and cardboard boxes are in a compromised
position as they are at risk of damage from poor storage and pose a trip hazard to staff and
visitors.
On the ground floor excess light and temperature fluctuations has also resulted in flaking of
paint coatings on some frames, some fading of objects displayed in the entry area, and
delamination of the coffee table veneer in the dining room.
The continuing use of the original furniture in the collection has caused some stress to joins
and supports. Many pieces have a high degree of movement or failing old epoxy repairs. In
particular the dining chairs and deck chair located in the lounge room which are often used
at functions have significant instability and are a safety risk.
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Handling

Currently the collection has been maintained in the same authentic arrangement of the
collection as it was during the period of residence of Manning, Dymphna and the family with
little preventive intervention occurring. To date there is no formalised handling procedure
for staff members, family members or guests. Introductory training in collection care and
handling has not been made available to staff. It is suggested that a basic introduction with
particular focus on collection handling is provided for all members of staff. It is also
recommended that handling procedures are introduced for all other people handling the
collection.
Reduction and minimization of handling is encouraged for significant items identified in the
Manning Clark House conservation management plan provided by Eric Martin and
Associates. These items are:
 Painting (By John Perceval)
 Dining Table (with chairs)
 Armchair
 Broken 7oz beer glass
 Manning Clark’s Desk and steel-nib pen
 Images of significant people and works, and family
 Piano
 Akubra Hat
 Statue of Siva
 Pair of Savaronola style, x- shaped chairs
 Spode ‘Blue Italian’ teacup and Saucer
It is also suggested that the personal correspondence of Dymphna and Manuscripts of
Manning Clark’s work are suspected were recently being relocated to the house (post 2008
after the creation of CMP by Eric Martin and Associates) be included on this restricted
handling list.
Further beneficial training for staff members and others involved in maintaining and
handling the collection would include the following areas:
 Preservation housing and support for collections
 Handling of collection materials
 Preservation storage
 Risk management for collection in storage and on display
 Pest management
 Exhibition maintenance and cleaning programs
 Exhibition preparation and support
 Collection condition awareness and reporting
In particular further information on pest management would be highly desirable as currently
there is no implemented pest management plan available for Manning Clark House. This
would be beneficial as the continued function of the house as a centre for conventions and
accommodation increase the presence of pests due to introduced food sources.
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It is also suggested that a policy be put in place to advise the use and maintenance of the
kitchen. Currently any use, cleaning or basic maintenance is administered by the individual
in accordance to the needs that they perceive.
As with most diverse heritage object collections, many of the high priority items in the
collection will require specialist conservation input and advice on how best to ensure
correct preservation, housing, support, cleaning and maintenance in the long term. Most of
the collection will be able to be maintained and housed appropriately by the staff and
volunteers providing they receive training and have access to necessary preservation
housing resources.

5.0 The Building
The physical structure and materials of Manning Clark House, designed by Robin Boyd and
built in 1953, are generally in good condition and is as well maintained as current resources
permit. Construction consists of 2 solid brick ground level structures:
 One containing the living areas and kitchen, dining, laundry.
 The second contains bedrooms (one now the administrative office) and bathrooms.
These structures are linked by a timber and glass walled hall that acts as the entry point
(southern side) and houses Dymphna’s writing desk, chair and associated materials.
Opposite the entry there is a high open pergola facing north that is partly roofed in line with
the upper level roofing.
Above this link structure and accessible by steep ladder style steps is the study of Manning
Clark. Constructed principally of timber sheeting and glass, it is lined by book shelves and
filing cabinets. This area reflected the outside temperatures and relative humidity
conditions very closely. However the bulk of paper housed on the shelves and in cabinets
do contribute to slightly stabilising the extremes of these conditions.
The roof is slightly pitched and made is cladded with galvanized tin and appears to be
mostly in good condition. Eves and down pipes appear clear and unblocked, reducing the
risk of water ingress into the house.
Large windows are used along the north facing side to take advantage of light and warmth.
These unfortunately also contribute to light damage of the building fabrics, furnishings and
objects. The north facing windows in the study have been partially painted over, perhaps to
reduce the amount of light entering and heat build-up.
Only minor alterations have been undertaken since construction.

5.1

Security

The security available at Manning Clark house remains as it was during the residence of the
Clarks and their family. The extent of this security includes basic locks on doors and
windows, and the control of access through the reduction of people with possession of the
13
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Keys to the property. At present only four members have access to, or possess a key to the
property.
While on site it is the duty of residents and staff to maintain the security of the building by
ensuring the building is locked prior to leaving the premises. Currently there are no security
cameras or alarm systems active at the House. There is also no contracted company that
conducts after hours or periodic security checks.
Due to the generous accessibility to the collection and the family wish to retain the house in
largely original condition, there have been no internal modifications to secure items of the
collection. The furniture and methods of display are original and authentic and do not
possess secure lockable features. As a result, the entire collection is on unsecured open
display, but with access restricted to times the house is open for events or available to
researchers and residents.

6.0 Collection Display and Housing
Collections assessed during this PNA were surveyed by room or space including:
 Living Room
 Dining Room
 Kitchen
 Entrance Hall
 Other Hallways
 Bedrooms 1,3,and 4
 Bathroom
 Study

6.1

Living Room

The living room is an open space with high ceilings and a north facing aspect with access to
the dining room, kitchen and entry hall. The north facing wall is comprised of floor to ceiling
windows. In addition to the natural lighting provided from the windows there is also
fluorescent tube lighting. There are no curtains in the room. During the day transmitted
light levels can be very high.
This room is used for group functions, events and exhibitions. It contains the piano included
in the Significant Loose Items of Furniture Inventory.

6.1.1 Significant Items
 The ‘Stienberg-Berlin’ Piano and stool: located on the east wall of the room. Due to
fluctuating temperatures and relative humidity in the room and overexposure to light,
the piano’s timber veneers show significant signs of deterioration and lifting. There is
also remnants of a pressure based adhesive on the top of the piano causing
discolouration to the veneers of the piano.
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6.1.2 Other Items
Other living room furniture assessed include:
 Long bench seat.
 Dining chairs (eight in total, two with arms).
 Desk chair with turned front legs.
 Turned wooden chair.
 Wooden framed couch with grey corduroy fabric
 Turned wooden chair with red seat cushion.
These pieces of furniture have varying degrees of joint failure and are a considerable safety
risk to the public and staff of Manning Clark house if they are used. In particular the wooden
framed couch has excessive movement through all joints and has exposed dowelling, the
varnish on the wood is also becoming discoloured. This piece of furniture requires
immediate remediation work in order for continued use to occur.
A bookcase housing books, ephemera and some photograph albums in the south-east
corner of the room was also assessed. Although overcrowded, most items on these shelves
are in good condition. Spines are fading due to light exposure. Larger books require better
housing and support.
Frame items suspended from the hanging track were not assessed as these were
determined as not part of the collection.

Representative Images:

Example of books requiring
support and the location of
piano

Example of failing joins on the
wooden framed couch in the
lounge room
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Failing corner join on the
middle nest table

Example of damage to
wooden back rest on seat

Dining Room

The Dining Room is the first entry point on the east wing of the building, natural light is
reduced in this room due to a partial wall separating the dining room from the living room.
Significant items in this space include the dining table, the statue of Siva, a broken 7oz beer
glass and Spode ‘Blue Italian’ tea cup and saucer.
6.2.1 Significant Items
 Dining Table: in good stable condition. Is regularly used during events, functions and
general use.
 Statue of Siva: On open display on top of a stereo and records collection along with
other items. Surfaces are dusty and there is evidence of insect activity (spider webs).
 Broken 7oz Beer Glass: Housed in the glass fronted china cabinet along with other
crockery and glassware of varying ages. At risk of damage or further breakage due to the
unsupported manner in which it has been housed.
 Spode ‘Blue Italian’ tea cup and saucer: Housed in the glass fronted china cabinet along
with other crockery and glassware of varying ages. At risk of damage or breakage due to
the unsupported manner in which they have been stacked.
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6.2.1 Other Items
Other Dining Room items assessed include:
 Silver candelabras, solid brass candelabra
 Henry Lawson festival award
 Golden Banjo Award
 Collection of brass and silver goblets and assorted objects
 Framed Print, number 1/13 dated as 13/11/03 is resting against the glass in the frame
 Heidi Smith Photo montage of Manning and Dymphna dated from 1989- 2994 is in a
good condition
 Image of Manning and Axel fishing at Wappengo taken by Heidi Smith and dated to 1988
is in a good condition
 Water colour artwork titled ‘Flower Still Life’ by Matilda Campbell is in a good condition
 Children’s works on paper displayed on the wall in the dining room in good condition.
All of these items have dusty surfaces, evidence of pests (in the form of spider webs) and a
few metal objects have white accretions.




Stereo system and record collection currently at risk of damage caused by dust particles
and the heavy items stored on top of the collection and machine.
Coffee table with fluted legs which has been affected by fluctuating heat temperatures
and has a delaminating veneer.
Set of three dark wood low tables. These tables are very unstable due to previous epoxy
repairs failing and loose joins. Only the smallest table in this group is in a stable enough
condition for continued use.

Representative Images:

Example of unsupported storage of
blue ‘Spode’ in the china cabinet
crockery

Example of framed artwork located
in the Dining room
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Kitchen

The Kitchen is on a raised level in the east wing of the house, it is illuminated by fluorescent
tube lighting and by natural light that enters through the windows located on the east wall
of the room over the sink. The Kitchen has a tiled floor in medium sized blue glazed tiles.
This is a working space that is used just as any domestic kitchen is. Food, beverage and
meal preparation, washing up, cooking and food storage all take place here. The Kitchen
also housed some significant items including five hand painted ‘Boyd Ceramic wall tiles and
Manning Clark’s Akubra hat.
 Two photographs of children in Kitchen requiring backing boards, the largest photograph
has cleaving and losses.
 Children’s works on paper displayed on the wall in the kitchen in fair condition.

6.3.1 Significant Items
 Boyd wall tiles: Located behind the stoves contains five hand painted ‘Boyd’ tiles
depicting flowers. These tiles have hooks placed directly above them with cooking
utensils hanging. The utensils pose a possible risk to the tile surfaces via abrasion.
 Akubra Hat: Part of the Significant Loose Items of Furniture Inventory. Brown felt with
braided leather. In poor condition with many areas affected by insect activity
(deposits/infestations). Inner leather rim disfigured/warped due to hanging from shoe
lace. Label, inner top stained. Overall dusty, cobwebs.

6.3.2 Other Items
 ‘Rayburn’ wood fired stove: At the time of assessment had dirt and food residue on the
cooking surface, accumulations of debris, leaves and ash around the flue and cigarette
butts in the fire box. In order to maintain the use of the stove and prevent further
damage caused by chemical decay it is advised that this stove be cleaned, with ash and
food residues removed.
6.3.3 Cleanliness
At the time of assessment, the Kitchen was in use with dirty plates left in the sink and food
left out on benches, increasing the risk of insect and rodent attraction and residues affecting
heritage objects. The working nature of the Kitchen requires a policy for food preparation,
handling and storage, use of kitchen items and a schedule for cleaning and care of the
space. This may also be incorporated into an integrated pest management strategy.
As the Kitchen is still used on a regular basis, a cleaning and maintenance program that both
keeps the room in good condition and ensures that only appropriate cleaning materials and
techniques are used, particularly on the Boyd tiles and other significant items to promote
their long term preservation.
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Representative Images:

Example of items stored against the
hand painted tiles.

Example of the condition and use of
the wood fire stove during
assessment

6.4

Example of the current use and
condition of the kitchen.

Example of the current display and
housing conditions of Manning
Clarks Akubra

Entrance Hall

The Entrance Hall is a passage connecting the east and west wings of the house. Both the
North and South walls of the room are comprised of timber framed floor to ceiling glass. The
north wall has a glass paneled door which opens on to the patio and the south a glass
paneled door leading to the entry path and driveway. The entrance and ladder to the study
is also located in this space.
The space houses an exhibit of furniture, objects and materials dedicated to Dymphna with
a focus on her study and personal correspondence. Part of this display includes the Blue
Armchair which is included on the Significant Loose items of Furniture inventory.
This is a high traffic area being the entry, link between the two house sections and the entry
to the study
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6.4.1 Significant Items
 Blue cloth upholstered Armchair, favoured by Manning Clark and included on the
Significant Loose items of Furniture inventory. This item is in risk of significant light
damage if not relocated from this area.

6.4.2 Other Items
 Turned wood table: Has a convex warp in the surface top, it also has one insecure leg
join.
 Two drawer desk with turned legs in good condition.
 Desktop contents: Olympia Traveler Deluxe typewriter in good condition; easel with
framed photograph of Dymphna Clark (the backing of which has become loose).
The items displayed in this space appear to be in good condition but are subject to extreme
light and temperature conditions. They may also be at risk from the traffic through this
space. To ensure god long-term preservation they should not be kept on display for long
periods. This is particularly important for the typewriter as it is composed of various
materials including early plastics which can be adversely affected by excess light levels and
temperature changes. A program to rotate and change over this material on a regular basis
is recommended.
Representative Images:

Current location and condition of the
significant Armchair

6.5

Current condition of turned table in
the entrance hall

Hallways

The Hallways lead to the bedrooms and bathroom in the west wing of the house. They are
mostly illuminated by fluorescent tube lighting but also some residual natural light entering
from the entrance way and northern bedrooms when doors are open.
The Hallway from the Entry Hall to Bedrooms 1 and 2 contains framed items, furniture
photographs, objects, and books on high shelves.
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The hallway leading to the bathroom and bedrooms 3 and 4 houses books on high shelves
above door height.
There is ceiling plaster circle detached and requiring repair.
All material is generally very dusty. A regular object cleaning program is recommended to
keep dust levels low. Training of staff and volunteers is required before the implementation
of a cleaning program.
6.5.1 Other Items
 Framed copy of the architectural plans for the house. House plan blue prints in good
condition.
 Large chest of drawers, the middle draw of which is askew.
 One unpainted plaster bust and one painted plaster bust of Manning Clark: The painted
Clark plaster bust has material instability with elements painted parts beginning to crack
and fall away at edges. The unpainted plaster bust is in a good condition except for some
marking on the left cheek from a frame that has been resting against it and offsetting as
traffic vibrates the chest of drawers.
 Several framed photographs on top of the chest of drawers: All require preservation
attention to revise supports and stability to prevent them from falling or collapsing and
to retain their shape. Frames are dusty and some chipped. The photographs in leather
pouches require secondary supports.
 Photograph frame on wall has chipped, flaking paint and no glazing. The photograph is
peeling away from its support at the edges and corners.
 Other framed items including prints photographs, prints, map and paintings are all in
good condition with the exception of the Dunedin print which is cockled in is frame and
mount (possibly caused by condensation and dampness).
 Barometer: Good condition but dusty.
 Books on high shelves are very dusty but otherwise in good condition.
 Framed map of Asia displaying cockling and strong tension lines.
 ‘Tall ship at port’: removal of acid matt recommended.
 Framed artworks: All are in good condition.
 Image of Manning Clark by Heidi Smith dated to 1987: in good condition.
 Framed print of ‘Tree at Sunset’: in good condition.
 Engraving by Russell: in good condition.
Those framed items with light sensitive media have varying degrees of cumulative light
some fading. Most works on paper have acidic mounts and backings.
All framed items require revision of their frame sealing, hanging hardware and wall securing
points.
Representative Images:
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hallway with askew drawer. Very
Dusty.

Framed image with water damage
displayed in the hallway
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Leather photo pouches requiring
secondary support.

Framed photograph without glass
displaying light and heat damage.

Bedroom 2

Bedroom 2 is located on the north western corner of the bedroom block. It houses books on
shelving and framed items on walls. This room has become a temporary storage space with
materials stacked on the beds and furniture. Storage for collection materials not on display
is a prime preservation issue for House management as no long-term appropriate storage
space exists for this or other material, i.e. on the study floor.
Stacked materials on the beds and desk were not unpacked and assessed as part of this
PNA. With appropriate training, staff and volunteers will be able to assess any preservation
requirements for this material as it is rehoused and processed.
A framed watercolour and an oil painting displayed in this room, both are showing signs of
damaged caused by excessive light exposure. They also have deteriorating frame backings.
Other framed items on walls are in good condition.
Books on shelves are also generally in good condition. However some books require better
positioning and support on shelves. All are dusty and require cleaning to reduce dust levels.
Representative Images:
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Temporary storage conditions in
Bedroom 2
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Framed image with damage to the
backing board displayed in Bedroom
2

Bedroom 3

Bedroom three is located on the south wall in the west wing of the building. Components
assessed include two wall mounted bookcases with books, 2 ‘X’ frame Savaronola styled
wood chairs, a chest of drawers and a leather covered stool.

6.7.1 Significant Items
 Two ‘X’ frame Savaronola styled wood chairs. Both chairs show signs of failing joints and
fastenings with most movement occurring in a fore to aft movement. They would
benefit from extra support or conservation repair as they are currently unstable under
their own weight.
6.7.2 Other Items
 The books stored on the book case in this room case require some support and spacing
to create a more beneficial housing situation. All are dusty.
 Leather covered stool which is showing signs of deterioration through leather fibre
shrinkage and cracking.
 Wooden chest of drawers with some discolourations in the varnish layers on the top of
the piece of furniture. Otherwise in good condition.
 Framed artworks: Are in good condition. Those with light sensitive media have varying
degrees of cumulative light some fading but to a lesser degree than other rooms. Most
works on paper have acidic mounts and backings. All framed items require revision of
their frame sealing, hanging hardware and wall securing points.
 Water colour in frame by Margaret Coen is dusty an in need of a surface clean. The
Hanging wire should be revised.
 Triple portrait of Manning Clark in a good condition.
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There is an accumulation of dust on all the lesser used objects in the room, including the
Savaronola chairs.

Representative Images:

Current condition of Leather Covered
stool

Example of books requiring support in
Bedroom 1

Example of the condition of the
Savaonola chairs.

6.8

Bedroom 4

Located on the south west corner of the House. Natural light levels are very low in this
room, making it very suitable for long term storage and display of light sensitive items.
Room lighting is similar to other spaces (fluorescent tubes). Items assessed in bedroom 4
include the bookshelves and framed and unframed artworks on walls.

6.8.1 Items
 Bookshelves: contents are in good condition but as with most others require cleaning
and better support for some books.
 Unframed paintings. These are secured to the wall with tapes. They are very dusty and
are curling at edges and corners. They have become very brittle.
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Framed paintings: Coastal landscape (oil on board) in light timber frame is dusty but in
good condition; coastal landscape in dark timber frame is dusty but in otherwise good
condition. It is hung precariously from the window sill and is at risk of falling.

Representative Images

6.9

Bathroom

The bathroom is located along the eastern wall of the west wing. The room is mainly tiled in
blue glazed ceramic tiles, but also has three decorative hand painted ‘Boyd’ tiles. Two of
these hand painted tiles depict a group of yellow orchids the other depicting two red bottle
brush flowers on a yellow background. The tiles were the only items assessed in this room
and appear to be in good stable condition.
This room is still used on a regular basis as a bathroom. While the tiles are in good
condition, a cleaning and maintenance program that both keeps the room in good condition
and ensures that only appropriate cleaning materials and techniques are used on the Boyd
tiles to ensure their long term preservation.

A cleaning and maintenance schedule that details appropriate materials and techniques
needs to be developed for work areas such as the kitchen and bathroom.
Representative Images:

Image of the hand painted tiles
6.1.10
Upstairs Study
present in the bathroom

6.10 Study
The upstairs study is located above the entrance hall area. It is only accessible by steep
ladder style stairs. The ladder stairs access a small landing before proceeding through to the
study room proper. The landing is filled with wall mounted objects and images.
The study room has large windows along the entire northern wall and a large high
positioned horizontal window on the south wall. This means that the natural light levels in
this area are generally much higher than levels associated with long-term collection
preservation. This is particularly important as a large percentage of the Manning Clark
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House collection resides in this room, including three items from the significant loose items
of furniture inventory. The room and its contents are viewed by House management as one
highly significant component of the collection.
The room is very crowded with materials, lined by book shelves and filing cabinets. Storage
of paper based collection items located on shelves and in cabinets in the study is sufficient
as long as the collection does not grow. However, overcrowding and poor support on the
bookshelves and in some filing cabinet drawers is resulting in distress to documents and
volumes that have been stored on their spines or have been placed on angles in order to
accommodate size limitations.
Overcrowding of some book shelves combined with high shelving and the storage of
miscellaneous items at floor level makes the collection very difficult to access with resultant
risk of damage and loss during access. The collection of miscellaneous documents and
objects stored on the floor in free stacks and cardboard boxes are in a compromised
position as they are at risk of damage from poor storage and pose a trip hazard to staff and
visitors.
All items in the collection displayed in this room require surface cleaning as there is a
consistent distribution of dust on all items. In particular, the books and items displayed on
the highest shelves appear to be most affected. There is also evidence of insects and their
waste in this area making the establishment of maintenance, cleaning and pest control
policies highly recommended.

This area reflects the outside temperatures and relative humidity conditions very closely.
However the bulk of paper housed on the shelves and in cabinets do contribute to slightly
stabilising the extremes of these conditions.
The crowded nature of the study mean it is very difficult to access shelved materials and to
keep the room clean.
Items identified as significant were assessed individually followed by more general
assessment for the room contents. Where seen as appropriate, items or groups of items
were more closely assessed as they were encountered.
6.10.1 Significant Items
 Manning Clark’s desk and chair: Drawers working, no jamming. Large stains/marks on
desk top (stable). Possible damage to varnish from general wear and possibly exposure
to natural light. Assuming that the chair assessed is the actual item identified as
significant, it is in good sound condition.
 Steel-nibbed pen and associated materials: These items are all in a stable condition the
empty bottle of ink and the collection of steel pen nibs are associated with the
significant pen and nibs on the loose furniture inventory, these items may need to be
rehoused as they are loose in the drawer and limited access applied to prevent the
corrosion of metals caused by handling.
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Images of significant people, works and family displayed on the study door and south
wall close to the door. Many of the Items of the collection, especially the images of
significant people, works and family, located on the eastern and southern walls and desk
top are displaying various degrees of damage caused by excessive light and heat.

6.10.2 Other Items
Being so tightly packed, for the purposes of this assessment, collections in the study are
detailed in groups depending on location and type.

6.10.3 Floor Landing
Book Shelves
 Book shelves are overcrowded and dusty; there is some fading occurring to the spines of
books stored on these shelves.
Wall Mounted Items
The artworks pinned in the alcove include:
 Work on paper ‘Another 60 Years- love Benedict’ 1978 is torn, brittle and has areas of
loss. This requires urgent treatment
 Portrait on canvas which is tacked to the wall above the ladder by its corners and has
significant curling. This requires treatment.
 Print which is brittle, taped, creased and has large tears. This requires urgent treatment.
 Print of Sturt’s Overland expedition leaving Adelaide dated to 1844 has been pinned to
the outside of the study door and shows signs of curling

6.10.4 Book Collection
The book collection, which accounts for the majority of objects housed in this room, are
mostly stored on wall supported book shelves and are generally in good condition.
Approximately, less than forty percent of the book collection requires some preservation
intervention in the form of increased support. This is because many oversize books have
been stored on an angle or have been stored on resting upwards on their spines due to
inadequate shelf space allowances.
Many of the book shelves are also overcrowded and very tightly packed causing extra stress
to be placed on the joints and covers of the books.
Assessment by Shelf Group
Upper Book Shelf (above desk)
General
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50% of the books present in this area are stored satisfactorily. The remaining 50% require
more support as they are either being damaged due to overcrowding on individual shelves
or are resting on an angle less than 90 degrees causing unnecessary pressure on the spines
of subjected books.
The books present in this area are relatively unaffected by cumulative light levels due to
their location in the room and the reduction of direct light reaching them because of the
partial curtains on the southern window. At 12:00pm on the 22/8/2013 the light level was
recorded at +/- 170Lux.
All books in this area require surface cleaning as there is a consistent distribution of loosely
bonded dust particles on all items; the books on the top most shelves are subjected to this
to a higher degree as it is more exposed.
Specific
 There are five books that have been placed in zip-lock bags as a preventative measure to
reduce losses from occurring as each book is in advanced degrees of deterioration. Most
have substantial damage to their bindings. The approach of containing broken books in
plastic enclosures is a good preservation practice and is encouraged. Zip-lock
polyethylene bags are a good preservation housing choice. In the long-term, depending
on priority, these books may be candidates for consolidation treatments and/or binding
repair.
 2% of the books present on this case have spine damage with most suffering from cover
detachments from the joint. These should be housed in zip-lock bags as above to ensure
their components are not separated. In the long-term, depending on priority, these
books may be candidates for consolidation treatments and/or binding repair.
 There is one book with a previous repair which is in reasonable condition and is
currently still stable. This item should be noted for further observation.
 1% of the bookcase consists of oversized books that have been stored inadequately with
most resting on their spine, protruding from the shelf without support. While reasonably
stable at present, in the long-term these items may need to be relocated to shelving of
suitable dimensions for upright storage.
Lower Shelf (Left):
General
The majority of books present in this area are well supported and stored and do not require
intervention. They are in good condition with no obvious signs of damage or deterioration
of spines or covers; this could be because most of the volumes present are fairly recent
publications in comparison to the remaining collection.
There is a consistent distribution of loosely bonded dust particles on all books in this area,
so all books require surface cleaning. There is also evidence of insects and their frass in this
area, in particular on the topmost shelf this is required cleaning and some pest management
measures should be implemented.
The cumulative light levels in this area of the room is quite high at 11:30am on the
22/8/2013 the light level was measured at +/- 2000lux. This light level is especially
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problematic on the top of the bookcase as the curtain available cannot extend to protect
the entire length of the area, and there are items on display in this exposed area.
Specific
 Five volumes of the Australian Encyclopedia stacked on top of each other in direct
sunlight on the topmost shelf of the bookcase. These require relocation or covering to
reduce the impact of light damage.
 Soft bound pamphlets stored on top of other books has resulted in a curvature of the
pamphlets. These require better support.
 A diary, notebook, two passports and an uncashed cheque placed on top of the shelf are
exposed high levels of direct natural light, the curtain does not reach this area. These
require relocation or housing to reduce light exposure.
Lower Shelf (Right):
General
The majority of books present in this area are well supported and stored and do not require
intervention, however, 2% of the collection have spine damage. This area has reduced light
levels due to its location and the fact that there is a curtain directly above it witch diffuses
much of the direct light streaming into the room. Lux levels are still higher than desired for
long-term preservation.
Specific
 One book has been placed in a zip-lock bag as a preventative measure to reduce further
losses as the book is in an advanced degree of brittleness and deterioration. It is
appropriately housed.
 ‘The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary’ which requires immediate attention due to
detachment of the book spine and its fragile condition. Housing in a polyethylene ziplock bag is recommended.
 It is advised that the post-it-note marking a page in the Overland Literary Magazine is
recorded and removed and adequately stored.
 There is a folio with inclusions of autographed photographs, watercolour paintings and
children’s drawings which has been damaged from overcrowding and poor storage. This
item requires rehousing in a supporting box and conservation treatment depending on
priorities in the long-term.
East Wall Shelf:
General
50% of the collection in this area is well housed, however the remaining collection requires
more support as there are insufficient numbers of books on the selves causing books to rest
on an angle of less than 90.
There are also a number of larger books that are resting on their spines in order to fit on the
shelves, many of which are protruding from the shelve causing increased binding and spine
pressure. Less than 1% of the collection has spine damage associated with their housing
arrangements.
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Access to the collection is obstructed due to the storage of boxed and loose ephemera on
the floor near the East Wall bookshelf.
Cumulative light damage is a concern on the right hand side of this area as it is in direct line
of both north and south windows and is not fully protected by the curtains available. This is
of particular concern because on the bottom shelf there is a number of VHS and Audio
cassettes which are particularly sensitive to temperature variations.
Specific
 8 books in poor condition have been placed in Zip lock bags as a preventative measure
to reduce further losses. Zip-lock polyethylene bags are a good preservation housing
choice. In the long-term, depending on priority, these books may be candidates for
consolidation treatments and/or binding repair.
 1 book has an old repair that detracts from the aesthetic appearance of the object,
however, it is still in stable condition.
 Pamphlet items housed at the top of the book case are deforming due to in adequate
space allowance which has caused many to lean. These pamphlets may be significant as
many are Manning Clarks own publications.
East/ South Book Shelf:
General
75% of the collection in this shelf is supported and housed well. However, the remaining
25% require more support as they are leaning and deforming.
There are also a number of larger books contributing to approximately 1% of the collection
that are resting on their spine in order to fit on the shelves, many of which are protruding
from the shelve causing increased pressure.
Access to the collection is obstructed due to the storage of boxed and loose ephemera on
the floor near the east wall bookshelf.
Specific
 6 books in poor condition have been placed in zip-lock bags as a preventative measure
to reduce further losses.
 There is a large bible on the bottom shelf which requires an individual phase
preservation box to provide support and protection, there are losses on the cover that
may require consolidation and it is in need of a thorough surface clean.
 Framed university certificate with cracked glass, ink signatures at risk of fading due to
cumulative light exposure.
South Book Shelf 3:
General
All books are well supported in this location. Only 2% of the books present have a degree of
damage to their spine which is not related to their housing. These require housing in zip-lock
bags to ensure no parts are lost.
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Specific
 There are three books with damage to the top pages that was possibly caused by
abrasion or mould associated damage.
 There is one newspaper article and a few documents held together with a paper clip and
which have strong fold lines. This may require flattening and rehousing.
 Another newspaper article which is housed below some books which may need to be
relocated and rehoused to prevent further damage.
 One book with a failing repair to its spine which will requires housing in a zip-lock bag.
West Book Shelf 4:
General
All books except a small group of Tolstoy Volumes are well supported. Less than 2% of the
books in this location require rehousing in zip-lock bags or treatment to consolidate
damage. One book has a piece of its spine that has become completely detached. The
fourth shelf from the top is tightly packed, causing undue pressure to the books.
Specific
 There are some documents and copies of Pushkin’s poems that have been collated with
metal paper clips on top of the books. The clips require replacement with preservation
substitutes or polyethylene sleeves.
 There is one Russian magazine that has severe crease lines due to being stored in a
folded manner on top of the books. This requires flat housing.
West Book Shelf:
General
The majority of books in this location are in good condition with more than 75% being well
supported. The second and third shelves from the bottom house larger books that are
resting unsupported on their spines. This location is less affected by light levels as it is
recessed and is also protected by an extension of the curtain on the northern window.
At the time of the survey the heating system was operating. A heating duct register is
located amongst the shelves in this area. This is potentially problematic to nearby collection
materials as temperatures raise and lower repeatedly possibly contributing to their longterm deterioration. It is suggested that the nearby material be relocated or a barrier placed
between the register and the material.
These shelves are also used to house and display a range of objects and materials, the most
fragile of which is the many various video and audio tape cassettes containing images and
voice recordings of Manning Clark. They are very susceptible to humidity and heat
deterioration. A program to migrate the contents of these tapes is essential to ensure long
term preservation and retention of the information.
On the day of assessment the recorded light level at 11:30am was measured at +/- 2000Lux,
too high to ensure fading and colour loss for light sensitive items.
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Specific
 One book with a damaged spine is housed in a zip-lock bag.
 These shelves house a copper and brass based bugle with active surface metal corrosion
occurring. Conservation treatment and better housing (box or polyethylene bag) is
recommended.
 Leather boots: hardened an embrittled due to dry conditions. Conservation treatment
and better housing (box or polyethylene bag) is recommended.
 Cream petal ceramic bowl: Incomplete and requiring surface clean.

6.10.5 Wall Mounted Material
Along the southern wall the majority of artworks, photographs and ephemera are displayed
either framed or unframed. Most have been pinned to the wall and door of with metal
tacks but others have been framed and placed on tops of filing cabinets. These items have
varying degrees of fading, colour loss, cockling, physical damage and in some cases, water
damage and staining.
Of particular concern are the images and other paper based items displayed on the door
and wall. These are identified significant. Due to their unprotected locations, environmental
fluctuations, cumulative light exposure, and the nature of their attachment to the wall and
door, these items are displaying physical deterioration causing physical damage, fading and
warping.
It is preferred by House Management and the family that these items maintain their
authenticity in placement and display as much as possible, so any intervention must be
consider this. A minimal intervention may be to reduce physical damage by protection of
each item in Mylar encapsulates. These can be re tacked in position through the Mylar
support media. Better environmental control will also significantly reduce further damage.
Other Objects
The following is a breakdown of observations of specific objects requiring conservation or
intervention according to their shelf locations:

South Cabinet:
 Order of Australia Certificate: exposed to varying temperatures causing the waxed based
inscription to flake and peel. May require consolidation.
 Wood cut artwork portraying Manning Clark: has been damaged by water causing stains.
Conservation treatment is required to reduce staining and restore the aesthetics of the
art work. Also requires a window spacer in order to prevent the art work touching the
frame glazing.
 Photographic portrait of a woman: Over exposed to direct sunlight causing significant
light damage. Also water damaged. At risk of loss if not treated and re housed.
 Cartoon artwork using felt tipped pen on paper, this artwork has significant cockling
from water damage and the paper support has yellowed from light damage. Depending
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on the solubility of the media this yellowing and cockling may be reduced by
conservation treatment.
Caricature by N. Moore: requires re housing in a new mount as the original mat has
been damaged and it is currently housed in a polyethylene bag.
Photograph, possibly of Henry Lawson, with light and water damage. There is a distinct
colour change and the gelatin layer of the photograph has become stuck to the frame
glazing. May not be treatable.
Silver gelatin family portrait photograph which is in fragile condition due to the flaking
emulsion layer. Areas of loss are beginning to occur. Requires consolidation and
copying.

Representative Images:

Image of eastern wall bookcase
and storage conditions

Example of the current condition of
the significant images and artworks

The northern window of the study
and Manning Clark’s Desk.

Example of the current condition
of significant images and artworks
on the wall and verso of door

Artworks near Filing Cabinet Two:
 ‘Goanna’ poster signed in felt-tip marker: Shows some signs that the media is becoming
detached from the support due to poor storage. Requires rehousing.
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Oil painting of Manning Clark: Better storage and surface cleaning required. There is
debris in between stretcher and canvas verso.

6.10.6 Filing Cabinets
Two groups of filing cabinets contain documents and objects in the same state of storage as
they were when the study was in use by Manning. Most of the contents are generally well
stored; however, there are some items which require conservation and preventative
measures in order to ensure long term preservation.
The majority of documents located in filing cabinets, in particular the 4 cabinets located
along the south wall, require more support of documents they house. This is because many
are slouching in their supports or are being crushed due to overcrowding. There are some
drawers that could not be opened fully due to material catching on the drawer runs risking
further damage to the stored material.
Many of these drawers contain mixed media items as placed accordingly by Manning Clark.
However, this current housing has long-term preservation issues associated with it such as
housing items of different material types together. Rehousing and separating items by
material type is recommended for long-term preservation.
As the filing cabinets contain a variety of items, the following drawer by drawer assessment
of the contents and the observations of specific items requiring preservation intervention
follows:
Filing Cabinet Group 1:
This group is comprised of 4 x 4 drawer metal cabinets located on the south wall of the
Study. They have been assessed from left to right with drawer numbers 1-4, 5-8, 9-12, and
13-16:
Drawer 1: Photocopied documents: housed in zip-lock bags requiring more support due to
slouching.
Drawer 2: Personal documents including; type written and hand written articles in manila
folders: Have been collated with staples. Require better support replacement of metal
staples.
Drawer 3: Cassette tapes: in good condition.
Drawer 4: Cassette tapes and some Kodak slides in good condition: re housing of the slides
is recommended.
Drawer 5: Manila folders containing documents relating to publications: All items with in
this drawer are well supported. Receipts with carbon paper. Metal paper clips and staples
require replacement with plastic clips.
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Drawer 6: Manila folders containing photocopied documents with metal staples: All items
with in this drawer are well supported. Staples require replacement.
Drawer 7: Miscellaneous CDs, painting on paper, slides, VHS Cassettes, metal awards, rolled
flag with degraded rubber band, calendar, calligraphy set: Intervention in this drawer is
recommended to separate the variety of materials. Re organisation, rehousing,
encapsulation, packaging and boxing are required to prevent damage caused by heavy items
damaging lighter and more crush prone items.
Drawer 8: Cassettes, CDs, framed certificates, journals, microfilm in envelope and box,
photographs, wooden plaque with bronze detailing: Re organisation, rehousing,
encapsulation, packaging and boxing are required to prevent damage caused by heavy items
damaging lighter and more crush prone items.
Drawer 9: Manila folders containing photocopied publications and personal documents with
some paper clips and staples: These items require more support and replacement of metal
staples with plastic clips.
Drawer 10: CDs, Cassettes, VHS, Book Award: Re organisation, rehousing, encapsulation,
packaging and boxing are required to prevent damage caused by heavy items damaging
lighter and more crush prone items.
Drawer 11: Manila folders containing prints of Australian artworks, family photograph
album, personal documents with metal bull dog and paper clips, folders of sheet music of
Australian folk music, billing invoices and receipts: These items would benefit from better
support and interleaving for the family photograph album.
Drawer 12: Unable to open. Not assessed.
Drawer 13: Photographs, Parker pen, box of personal correspondence, photographs,
newspaper clipping, small album with images of artworks, wooden figurine: These items
would benefit from more support to items and more secure housing to prevent further
damage caused by movement within the drawer. Interleaving for the album is also
recommended.
Drawer 14: Unable to open. Not assessed.
Drawer 15: Photographs, postcards, gift cards, family history, framed documents with
broken glass, catalogue, a folder containing children’s drawings in pencil and crayon,
wooden sculpture, cork coasters, paper clips, photo rolled secured with degrading rubber
band: Re organisation, rehousing, encapsulation, packaging and boxing are required to
prevent damage caused by heavy items damaging lighter and more crush prone items.
Drawer 16: Photographs, wooden plaque, miscellaneous hard back books, photographic
negatives: This drawer is currently overcrowded and is endangering the photographs and
negatives present. Re organisation, rehousing, encapsulation, packaging and boxing are
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required to prevent damage caused by heavy items damaging lighter and more crush prone
items.

Representative Images:

Filing cabinet 1 located on the
south wall of the room.

Example of storage of documents
in Filing cabinet 1

Filing Cabinet 2:
This 3 drawer metal file cabinet is located to the left of the desk near west shelves:
Drawer 1: Collated documents bound with metal paper clips in manila folders and some
laminated documents. These items are not supported and are housed in a cardboard box in
the drawer. There are other documents which have been stored in a damaged envelope and
are very over crowded. Required resorting and rehousing with better support. Replacement
of metal clips.
Drawer 2: Contains a framed object that is preventing the drawer from opening fully; a
collection of miscellaneous items of a range of materials including: jewelry, exercise books
with water damage, plastic shopping bags, photographs and watercolour artworks. These
items would benefit from rehousing in the drawer and some surface cleaning.
This drawer houses a high priority item requiring immediate conservation treatment - a
velvet covered and embossed scrapbook containing photographs, loose newspaper cuttings,
journal notes, letters and other ephemera. It is suggested that the scrapbook receive
consolidation to contents and the velvet cover, interleaving and re-housing.
There is also a plastic shopping bag containing plats of hair which will requires a
preservation box, and a diary with floral inclusions that requires interleaving.
Drawer 3: Contains slides, a slide viewer, 2 degrees tightly rolled in a cylinder, full vodka
bottles, empty jewelry boxes, cards, diaries, cassette recorder, Australia Day award in box,
clipped newspaper articles in poor condition, match sticks, ceramics, wax seal in box, shells,
metal letter opener, and fragile address books that have been also used for note taking, an
acrylic painting, carbon paper and other miscellaneous items.
It would be beneficial for this drawer to be rehoused according to material requirements of
the objects involved. For example, individual housing for the shells to prevent decalcification damage occurring to other items in the drawer, relaxation and flat storage of
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degrees to prevent damage to seals and the paper substrate and individual housing for
cassettes to limit off gassing damage. Improved storage is also recommended for the vodka
bottles to limit possible damage to the collection items if they were to leak.
Representative Images:

Example of the storage in filing
cabinet 2, Drawer 3

Condition of newspaper clippings
in velvet scrapbook from drawer 2

Condition of velvet scrapbook
from filing cabinet 2, Drawer 2

Image of the hair stored in filing
cabinet 2, drawer 2

Suitcase
During the assessment a suitcase was found alongside the filing cabinet 2. The suit case is in
a worn but stable condition with the metal zip in good working order.
Contents include: parceled photographs stored in large envelopes, hand written and typed
documents stored in manila folders collated and bound with metal staples, newspaper
clippings and radiology/X ray results. These items are under physical stress caused by
limited support and ease of movement and crush damage occurring in the case, rehousing is
recommended for these items.
Representative Images:
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Placement of the suitcase in the
study

September 2013

Storage of documents and other
items inside the suitcase

6.10.7 Manning Clark’s Desk
The desk itself is in good working order with the drawers moving smoothly with no warping
visible. The table is very stable with no obvious movement in its joints. There are some large
stains and marks on the writing surface of the desk; this is possibly damage to the varnish
caused by excessive light exposure. Black marks present on the desk top appear stable.
Desk Top
The desk is located near the north windows and items displayed on the desk top, many of
which are made from modern plastic materials are in direct natural light for extended
periods of time. These items such as the Book Council Award, drivers licenses belonging to
Dymphna and Manning, passports and a name plate are very susceptible to cumulative light
damage. Printing on the name plate is showing signs of irreversible loss due to light
exposure.
Wooden items and marble pen and inkwell are all in a good and stable condition.

Desk Drawers
The contents of the desk and the items identified as requiring preservation actions are as
follows:
Desk Drawer 1: Contents include: dried rose, ceramic lid, cassette tapes, business cards,
several brochures, box of matches, book, postcard, and large metal screw. The dried rose is
in a vulnerable state and is a possible food source for pests, a more suitable method of
housing is recommended to prevent damage or infestation. Insect remains were observed in
the drawer suggesting that cleaning is required and pest management measures be
implemented.
Desk Drawer 2: Book of biology notes, notepad, postcards, blank sheets of paper. All items
in the drawer were in good condition. No preservation intervention is required.
Desk Drawer 3: Letters, documents, empty folders made from card, a copy of a manuscript
with a hand written letter, the ‘Age of Macquarie’ (bound book on colloquium papers),
electrical extension lead. There are several items in this drawer that may require individual
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housing in order to protect them from damage by other items in the drawer, notably the
copy of the manuscript and personal letters. Rehousing and separation of the drawer
contents is required.
Desk Drawer 4: Kodak slides, note papers, notebook, diary to train handwriting, postcards,
ink baster (hard and brittle). All of these items are in a stable condition, however,
interleaving for the Kodak slides is recommended.
Desk Drawer 5: One packet of cup-of-soup, one handwritten draft letter to Robert Hughes,
several postcards and sticky labels. The sticky labels have transferred adhesive onto the
postcards it is advised that these labels be removed from the drawer and all postcards have
any transferred adhesive removed. The soup packet requires rehousing in a zip-lock bag.
Drawer 5 Second Compartment: Documents collated and bound with metal staples and
paper clips. These items are in good condition and require minor support as this section of
the drawer as not all documents can be accommodated for their size in this drawer.
Replacement of the metal clips is recommended.
Centre Drawer: A collection of steel pen nibs, corroded iron chain, paper and bulldog clips,
thumbtacks, material satin/silk embroidered alligator, wooden spoon, possible indigenous
rock paper-weight, shelves, business cards, scissors, empty bottle of ink, ballpoint pens,
white-out.
These items are all in a stable condition the empty bottle of ink and the collection of steel
pen nibs are associated with the significant pen and nibs on the loose furniture inventory,
these items may need to be rehoused as they are loose in the drawer and limited access
applied to prevent the corrosion of metals caused by handling.
Representative Images:

Example of storage in Drawer 5 of
Manning Clark’s desk

Example of storage in Drawer 4 of
Manning Clark’s desk

6.10.8 Other Items
Tiled Coffee Table
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The study also contains a coffee table of timber construction with a tiled surface. The tiles
used for the surface are hand painted ceramic tiles similar in style and construction as those
in the kitchen and bathroom. Currently a large amount of material is placed on the table.
Reduction of items stored and placed on the painted tile surfaces of the tiles is
recommended to prevent damage occurring to the images.
Material stored on the coffee table includes:
 An image of the study mounted on stainless steel in good condition.
 A photograph of a couple on the lawn which has losses due to unprotected storage on
the table. This photograph requires rehousing and consolidation.
 An envelope full of photocopies of objects held together with paperclips, empty manila
folders, copies of documents in plastic sleeves. The items require rehousing.
 Manuscript of Clark correspondence, some support is recommended for this item.
 Framed photograph of a man in religious costume. Silvering evident on photograph,
requires reframing or frame repair.
 Oil painting of a lake scene on paper. In poor condition. Requires support and housing.
 Book with missing cover, inscribed by author, protective housing required.
 Photograph of Manning Clark: Requires revised mounting and framing as it is resting
against glass,
 Lionel Lindsay etching, work is cockled and requires some conservation treatment.

Miscellaneous Items
The study contains several groups of miscellaneous items stored in front of the eastern wall
bookcase on the floor. These items appear to have been stored after the Eric Martin and
associates conservation management plan was created in 2008. This collection material in
its current state poses accessibility and safety hazards to staff and guests. This group of
material contains:
 Four wooden walking sticks (all in good condition).
 One wooden spear (in good condition).
 Several cardboard boxes containing photocopied documents with staples, university
course work, cards, correspondence, plastic bags.
 A framed and faded print.
 Three tightly rolled posters ‘History of Australia – The Musical’ with light damage and
physical damage. Requires stabilisation and the rehousing in a folder.
 A collection of maps requiring rehousing.
 Rolled prints including ‘Midnight at Menin Gate’ all of which are faded from cumulative
light damage and crushed from the current storage conditions. Requires flattening,
support and rehousing.
 Handwritten and typed documents in manila folders.
 Framed print, with broken glass. This glass should be removed and replaced to prevent
damage to the object and injury to those handling the object.
 Box containing Manning Clark’s funeral ephemera, poorly stored and currently at risk of
damage. These require rehousing.
 Cardboard box full of newspaper clippings and documents relating to the family, poorly
stored and currently at risk of damage from storage conditions. Rehousing required.
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Photograph of Manning Clark backed on board and housed in a plastic bag. Requires
rehousing.
Cardboard box containing diplomas, scrapbooks, Manning Clark’s personal work and
envelopes filled with personal correspondence all items are currently at risk of damage
from storage conditions. Requires rehousing.
Wooden chest containing hand-written letters belonging to Dymphna Clark. Some of
these letters are heavily foxed and are currently at risk from damaged caused by storage
conditions. Requires rehousing.
Blueprints for the house: tightly rolled with tears present. These blueprints require
stabilizing, flattening and supported rehousing.
Charcoal sketch: tightly rolled and requiring rehousing.
Cylinder containing a document displaying the family tree: requires flattening and
supportive storage.

The storage of material on the study floor is a strong indication that conventional storage
space in this area is full. Development of extra storage space for material on the floor and
blocking access to other collection material is essential to ensure good long-term
preservation, enable its listing and cataloguing and provide a low risk housing space. This is
essential and a key recommendation.

Example of the storage of the
miscellaneous items in the south
east corner

Example of the storage of the
miscellaneous items in the north
east corner

7.0 Environment
7.1

Light Levels and Ultra Violet levels

Light (Lux) and Ultra Violet (watts/Lumen) measurements were taken in most of the
assessed rooms. In most rooms lighting consists of fluorescent tube lamps mounted on the
ceiling.
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The house was designed and positioned to maximize natural light. The back of the house
faces north and large windows allow light and warmth to fill the north facing spaces
including the Living Room, Entry Hall, Bedrooms 1 and 2 and the Study.
Other rooms and spaces are less affected by natural light. Bedrooms 3 and 4 rely primarily
on their fluorescent lighting for illumination.
The amount of natural light entering spaces where collection objects are displayed is a
significant preservation problem. Primarily, the Entry Hall where Material associated with
Dymphna Clark is displayed and the upper level Study receive too much cumulative natural
light at high levels to ensure the materials housed and displayed there will be unaffected.
During the assessment light levels in these spaces were measured at up to 5000Lux. UV
levels were also high at 500µwatts/Lumen. These levels are too high for even medium-term
display and steady deterioration of light heat and UV sensitive materials can be expected.
The development of strategies to minimize cumulative light exposure of materials stored
and displayed in the north facing rooms is essential. . It is recognised that natural light was
and is a key feature of the house, however compromises need to be made to reduce the
impact of cumulative natural light on the house contents. Some minimisation strategies
may include:
 Blocking out natural light by adding curtaining to north facing windows and keeping
them closed when the house is not in use.
 Adding UV filtering film to the windows, particularly in the Entry Hall, Living Room and
Study.
 Relocating light sensitive collection material to areas of lower light exposure.
 Replacing original light sensitive items in display with either copies or lower priority
items.
See table 1 following for measurements and comments.
Table 1 Light Levels
Location
Light levels
(Lux)
Study
1000-5500

Entry Hall

1500 -6500

UV
(watts/Lumen)
475-650

450-700

Comments
Fluorescent tube lighting.
North facing windows allow too
much natural light in for medium or
long-term preservation of materials.
Add curtains and close them when
room is not in use. Add UV filtering
to windows.
Windows allow too much natural
light in for medium or long-term
preservation of materials.
Add curtains or blinds and close
them when the house is not in use.
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Living Room

1500-6500

450-700

Bedroom 1

Not
measured

Not measured

September 2013

Add UV filtering to windows.
Windows allow too much natural
light in for medium or long-term
preservation of materials.
Add curtains or blinds and close
them when the house is not in use.
Add UV filtering to windows.
Windows allow too much natural
light in for medium or long-term
preservation of materials.
Add curtains or blinds and close
them when the house is not in use.
Add UV filtering to windows.
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Location
Bedroom 2

Light levels
(Lux)
1000-3000

UV
(watts/Lumen)
150-450

Bedroom 3

150-350

80-250

Bedroom 4

80-300

<70-200

Dining Room

300-1000

150-450

Kitchen

300-800

150-450

September 2013

Comments
Levels lower due to shading from
garden. Windows allow too much
natural light in for medium or longterm preservation of materials.
Add curtains or blinds and close
them when the house is not in use.
Add UV filtering to windows.
Fluorescent lighting.
Light levels slightly high for material
facing window but appropriate for
viewer and work comfort.
Fluorescent lighting.
Light levels slightly high bur more
appropriate for collection display
and viewer or work comfort.
Fluorescent lighting.
Room receives transmitted natural
light from Entry Hall and Living room
windows as well as Eastern
windows. Light levels too high for
long term display of light sensitive
materials. Revise curtaining on
eastern windows.
Fluorescent lighting.
Room receives transmitted natural
light from Eastern windows. Light
levels too high for long term display
of light sensitive materials.

Representative Images: Lighting
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Temperature and Relative Humidity

Temperature and relative humidity conditions were monitored during the survey and closely
reflected official Bureau of Meteorology measurements for the Canberra region. The days
of the survey were cool and overcast. The design and construction of the two brick blocks
combined create good thermal mass and foster reasonably stable conditions.
Another key influence on relative humidity is the mass of paper based materials housed in
rooms and hallways. This material tends to slightly buffer extremes of relative humidity.
Observations are tempered by the qualification that measurements have not been taken at
other times of the year.
The house is heated by a ducted reverse cycle air conditioning system that is used primarily
for human comfort. Some ducting outlets (Study) are too close to and having an effect on
nearby collection material.
See Table 2 below for readings taken during the survey period.
Table 2
Location

Environmental Conditions (Temperature and Relative humidity)
Temperature
Relative
Comments
ºC
Humidity %
Study
15-18.2
44-51
10am, 12.30pm 4.30pm
Temp and RH stable and within
acceptable range but stable
reflecting outside conditions. Room
heats up in warmer months. Long
Term Measurement by Thermo
15.5-22
39-60
hygrograph: Readings taken over 6
weeks confirm relatively stable
conditions at this time of year.
Entry Hall
16.5
45-50
1.20pm
Temp and RH stable and within
acceptable range but stable
reflecting outside conditions. Room
mat tend to heat up in warmer
months
Living Room
16
48
1.50pm
Temp and RH stable and within
acceptable range but stable
reflecting outside conditions. Room
mat tend to heat up in warmer
months
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Relative
Humidity %
Not Measured

Comments

Bedroom 2

Temperature
ºC
Not
Measured
16.6

47

Bedroom 3

14

55

Bedroom 4

14

54

16.5

48

17

48

2.00pm
Temp and RH stable and within
acceptable range but stable
reflecting outside conditions. Room
mat tend to heat up in warmer
months
2.10pm
Temp and RH stable and within
acceptable range but stable
reflecting outside conditions.
2.15pm.
Temp and RH stable and within
acceptable range but stable
reflecting outside conditions.
2.30pm.
Temp and RH stable and within
acceptable range but stable
reflecting outside conditions. Room
mat tend to heat up in warmer
months
2.40pm
Temp and RH stable and within
acceptable range but stable
reflecting outside conditions. Room
mat tend to heat up in warmer
months

Bedroom 1

Dining Room

Kitchen

7.3

Environmental Observations Summary

7.3.1 Light and UV Levels
UV is above acceptable levels for preservation of collection material in the north facing
rooms and spaces. There is no curtaining or filtering of UV in the lower floor areas. The
study has some painted out windows and curtaining but these do not extend to the central
windows.
Most light sensitive materials that have been on long term display show some evidence of
fading and discolouration but it is not certain that fading occurred during display. If no
changes are made to the display parameters of these items further deterioration can be
expected in the long-term.
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The house is fitted with fluorescent tubes as the primary artificial light source. These tubes
are unfiltered and emit high levels of UV. However if light and UV sensitive materials are
over 2m away from the light source exposure is reduced and continues to reduce with
increased distance.
Strategies that can be considered to reduce the impact of light and UV include:
 Block out or reduce light and UV with window treatments such as blinds, curtaining, UV
filtering film.
 Closing any curtains when the house is not in use. As light and UV exposure are
cumulative, any reduction in exposure time will prolong display time.
 Cover light sensitive materials on display with purpose made covers when the house is
not open or in use.
 Relocate light sensitive collection materials to areas of lower light and UV exposure.
 House light sensitive items not on display in preservation boxes and containers that do
not transmit light.
 Substitute original material with copies where possible if long-term display is desired.
 Rotate collection material from display to storage to reduce exposure time.
 Add UV filtering diffusers to fluorescent light tubes.
 Substitute high emitting UV fluorescent tubes with low UV emitting tubes.
 Ensure light sensitive materials are > 2m distant from unfiltered fluorescent light
sources.

7.3.2 Temperature and Relative Humidity Levels
Temperature and relative humidity readings taken inside the rooms closely reflect the
outside ambient conditions. This means that the inside condition can be expected to follow
changes in outside conditions reasonably closely but with slight time lag inside rooms with
more building mass.
Collection items on display and in storage in rooms near outside walls and windows are
subject to wider variations in conditions. Consideration should be given to the locations of
fragile and sensitive items within rooms to ensure they are located closer to inner walls so
that the building mass can help buffer conditions.
At the time of assessment, temperatures and relative humidity inside the House spaces
were relatively stable but in the extremes of summer and winter may be outside generally
accepted parameters for medium to long-term preservation of collections.

7.4

Integrated Pest Management

In general little pest and rodent activity was noted during the survey. However it should be
assumed that common pests and rodents will affect susceptible collection materials
including organic based items.
Common insects and rodents that may affect this collection and need to be prevented and
monitored include:
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 Carpet beetle: Attack include fur, wool, feathers, horn, leather, animal glues and quills.
They also feed on other insect carcasses where they reproduce and move into
collections. Natural history collections are particularly prone to attack
 Silverfish: The presence of common silverfish indicates a humidity problem in the
collection as they need over 75% RH to proliferate. They feed on a wide variety of
substrates such as paper sizes, starches and glues.
 Moths: Moth larvae have a voracious appetite and cause much of the damage observed
in collections. They attack mostly wool, feathers, hairs, felt and fur. They prefer to eat
materials that have been soiled with dust, food, perspiration or urine. The larvae
emerge from castings made from the silk threads they produce. Their remains then
become a food source for other varieties of insects such as beetles, which then infest
collections themselves.
 Cockroaches: Can chew and soil paper, books, textiles, feathers, leathers and furs. They
often hide in air vents, ducts, drainage systems and sewers.
 Spiders: Do not feed on collection materials but fly frass, or fly spots can cause
permanent damage. Their frass as acidic and will etch or burn the surface of materials.
Their webs also build up on exposed objects and catch airborne dust over time.
 Flies: Do not feed on collection materials but fly frass, or fly spots can cause permanent
damage. Their frass as acidic and will etch or burn the surface of materials.
 Mice: are likely to cause physical damage and staining to all types of objects and
materials.
At present, there is no formal policy on pest management with outbreaks dealt with as they
are encountered. A formal integrated pest management policy is required to ensure
outbreaks only occur infrequently and management is prepared should a pest problem
arise.
Good housekeeping by House management and regular professional inspection should
maintain a good clean relatively insect free environment.
To formalise management of insect activity, as a general housekeeping activity and when
new material in acquired from suspect locations, the development and implementation of
an integrated pest management plan is recommended including:
 Housing all textile and protein based collection items in properly sealed polypropylene
plastic containers or zip lock polyethylene bags for storage.
 Quarantining new acquisition until they are determined insect free.
 Eliminating all food sources from the collection spaces or keeping food in sealed
containers.
 Developing a food storage, preparation and management policy.
 Maintaining good housekeeping through regular cleaning and inspection of spaces and
collections.
 Setting insect appropriate and rodent traps and baits and replacing them at regular
recommended intervals. Monitor these traps and baits to assess any ongoing insect
activity.
 Improving the building seal as possible to keep out insects.
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Implementing regular chemical control measures via a recommended pest control
company with experience in collection pest management.
Taking timely action if any further insect activity is found.

7.5

Dust

Dust levels throughout the House are high reflecting a lack of resources to undertake
regular cleaning maintenance of the collections. High dust levels contribute to deterioration
of collection items by soiling, creating sites for secondary preservation problems such as
mould growth in damp conditions, insect infestation and handling contamination.
Areas where access to objects is restricted such as high shelves, restricted access areas and
areas not often accessed have high levels of dust on surfaces and objects.
A regular dust cleaning program for the collections needs to be implemented as part of an
overall housekeeping policy. This activity is linked to staff and volunteer resources and
appropriate training.

8.0 Housekeeping
Manning Clark House is an operational house that is used by residents, visitors and staff up
to and over 70% of the year. The kitchen and bathrooms are still used as they would have
been during its time as a residence and for events.
Cleaning of these working spaces and the areas of accommodation (bedrooms) is
undertaken on a regular basis by a cleaner or by staff.
The house itself is maintained on an as required basis.
The House management recognises the need to formalise cleaning procedures surrounding
the object and significant house fabric to ensure appropriate cleaning materials and
methods are used. They also recognise the need to develop and implement a policy to
manage collection cleaning and maintenance. This program is dependent on the availability
of staff and volunteer resources and appropriate training in collection needs and handling.
As this activity is able to be undertaken in house with trained staff and volunteers it is seen
as a priority in the recommendations of this report.

9.0 Disaster Preparedness
Manning Clark House does not have a formal disaster preparedness plan in place but House
Management and the Clark family are aware of the need to be prepared and have disaster
supplies in place.
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No formal risk assessment has been undertaken but a general awareness of risks associated
with the building condition, type of collection, use of the house, and current conditions
exists.
Based on this assessment, identified risks include:
 Theft.
 High dust levels.
 Water related risks are high due to the climate and geographic location of the building.
 Fire related risks are moderate to high due to the geographic location of the Complex.
Smoke detectors and fire extinguishers are installed and maintained.
 Mould outbreak.
 Insect activity.
 Physical damage.
It is recommended that House Management develop and implement a disaster prevention
and response plan to both reduce possible risks and ensure preparedness should an incident
occur.

10.0 Training Needs/Skills Assessment
House Management is very aware of the need to control light, moderate environmental
conditions, keep collections secure, supervise visitors, promote good collection housing and
actively participate in these practices.
The House currently has few if any volunteers and needs to
Collection maintenance and preservation is an ongoing activity and the House Management
is very keen to develop and build on its skills and awareness including:
 Collection housing and display preservation techniques.
 Minor preservation treatments.
 Disaster preparedness and recovery.
 Housekeeping, cleaning and maintenance programs.
 Integrated pest management.
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11.0 Prioritised Recommendations (Preservation Action
Plan)
11.1 Short Term (Action within 2 years)
Recommendation
Short Term (Action within 2 years)
Plan and develop a new storage space
for the overflow of collection
materials arriving at Manning Clark
House.

Priority

Resources

1




Currently new collection material has
been placed in temporary areas of
available space. These items require
more specific housing and support.





Funding and resources to develop and 2
implement comprehensive
housekeeping policy for the house
and collections.




Develop and implement a
3
comprehensive collection
management policy for Manning Clark
House.






Funding to develop and create a
new storage space and solutions to
overcrowding of present collection
materials
Funding to relocate collections to
the new storage space.
Funding to enable the purchase of
preservation housing materials to
maintain and improve collection
housing in the new storage space
and in the current space
(preservation boxes and packaging
for material on open storage).
Funding and resources for
provision of training for staff and
volunteers enable collection re
housing to be undertaken.
Resources for ongoing
development of a housekeeping
policy for the house,
accommodation services and
collections
Funding for provision of collection
care and handling training.
Funding to acquire professional
advice and human resources to
develop a comprehensive
collection policy for Manning Clark
House.
Training for staff and volunteers to
implement and continue the
collection management policy.
Resources to maintain an
operational collection policy
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Develop and implement ways to
reduce the impact of cumulative light
on collections.

4
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Funding to engage a qualified
furniture conservator to repair
significant items of furniture.

5






Funding for provision of preservation
training for staff and volunteers in
order to promote good preservation
practice throughout the collection
and enable collection re housing to be
undertaken.

6





Provision of preservation housing
materials to maintain and improve
collection housing. in the new facility
and in current space (preservation
boxes and packaging for material on
open storage).

7







Funding for the implementation of
light barriers and preventative
measures ( block out curtains, UV
filters, conservation grade acrylic
for framed works)
Training for staff and volunteers in
preventative conservation with a
focus on detriments of excessive
light.
Funding to undertake appropriate
repair of non-significant furniture.
Training to be allocated for staff
and volunteers in order to identify
further condition deterioration and
seek professional
Develop risk management and
OH&S plan surrounding the use of
heritage furniture.
Funding for the provision of
preservation training for staff and
volunteers.
Funding to provide the necessary
conservation materials to promote
good preservation.
Resources for staff to recognize
and act upon collection areas
requiring improvement.
Funding to enable the purchase of
preservation housing materials in
order to maintain and improve
collection housing (interleaving,
pockets, folders, sleeves, acid free
materials).
Funding and resources to deliver
preservation and collection
handling training program for staff
and volunteers.
Staff and volunteer time to
undertake re housing.
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11.2 Medium Term (Within 4 Years)
Recommendation
Medium term (Within 4 Years)
Manage and further develop the new
storage space for overflow collection
material. Ensure that the storage
space is fitted out with appropriate
shelving and cabinets. Collection
rehousing must be maintained to
ensure ongoing and long term
preservation and conservation.

Priority

Resources

1

Ongoing funding for staff and
volunteer resources to maintain a
comprehensive housekeeping policy
for the house and collections.

2

 Additional funding and resources.
 Commence identifying and re
locating overflow material to the
new space.
 Resources to enable the appropriate
relocation of the collection.
 Resources and training for staff and
volunteers to ensure ongoing and
long term preservation and
conservation of collection materials.
 Ongoing funding for ongoing
maintenance of the existing building
with a focus on risks to the
collection surrounding humidity and
light damage
 Continued funding and resources to
implement and maintain a storage
collection cleaning program.

Continue program to clean all
surfaces of cases, general shelves
fittings and storage shelving; a
program to clean all objects
Ongoing funding to develop
implement and maintain a
comprehensive collection
management policy.
Implement ways to reduce the impact
of cumulative light on collections.
Continue to monitor the effects of
cumulative light and UV on items on
permanent display.

Re assess the impact of
environmental, display and house
traffic on vulnerable wall mounted
items including items in the Study
landing, study door and study.
Consider long-term preservation
options for this material

3

 Funding to maintain a
comprehensive collection
management policy

4

 Training and resources in
preventative conservation practices
for staff and volunteers
 Ongoing funding and resources to
enable continued monitoring of
building improvements and
environmental performance
following changes and works.
 Training and resources to enable
monitoring and assessment of the
impact of environmental and human
conditions on fragile wall mounted
objects.
 Funding and resources to enable
protection or reproduction of this
material for display.

5
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Maintenance of preservation training
program for staff and volunteers to
build a sound skills base.

6

Continue ongoing maintenance and
repair of furniture in use. Continued
funding for significant furniture
conservation repair.

7
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Ongoing funding for provision of
further preservation training for
staff and volunteers to promote
good preservation practice
throughout the collection and
enable collection re housing to be
undertaken
 Ongoing funding to maintain and
repair furniture in use.
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11.3 Long Term (Action Within 6 Years)
Recommendation
Long term (Action Within 6 years)
Continue organization and rehousing
of collections and new acquisitions in
new storage space.

Priority

Resources

1



Maintain a comprehensive
housekeeping policy for the house
and collections

2



Maintain a comprehensive collection
management policy. Complete
collection inventory and collection
movement management system.
Continue to manage and monitor
reduction the impact of cumulative
light on collections.

3

Implement ways to ensure long term
preservation of vulnerable wall
mounted items including items in the
Study landing, study door and study.

5

Monitor the condition of significant
furniture items and the need for
maintenance and repair of furniture
in use.

6

 Ongoing funding to maintain and
repair furniture in use.

Maintain and improve collection
housing

8

Continue maintenance of collection
disaster plan and risk management
for the House and its collections.

9

 Ongoing funding to continue the
purchase of preservation housing
materials to continue and improve
collection housing (preservation
boxes and packaging for material on
open storage).
 Staff Resources to maintain a
collection disaster plan and risk
reduction.

4

Staff Resources and funding to
maintain a new storage space for
collections. Continue sorting and
rehousing collection in this new
space.

Ongoing funding and resources to
maintain staff and volunteer
resources to maintain a
comprehensive housekeeping
policy for the house and collections
 Maintain training for staff,
volunteers and cleaners.
 Ongoing staff resources to maintain
collection management, use and
movement.
 Ongoing staff resources to monitor
the cumulative impact of light on
collections and rectify associated
problems.
 Resources to protect, rehouse, copy
and display wall mounted
collections appropriately.
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12.0 Other General Recommendations (by Subject)
The following recommendations are based on general preservation objectives and included
as a guide in building good general preservation into the collection.

12.1 Collection: Framed Items, Hanging Items
Recommendation
Medium term
Assess and stabilize mounting hooks as
necessary. Always use 2 hooks and/or
hangers.

Priority

Resources

1

 Volunteers to undertake work
 Extra hooks
 Volunteers to undertake work

2
Long term
All framed materials need an overhaul to
replace the hanging hardware, reseal the
backs, clean glass, and secure the items
they house.
Spacers need to be added to separate
objects from the glazing.

1

 Trained Volunteers to undertake
this work
 Hanging hardware, sealing tape,
cleaning materials.

2

 Spacer materials
 Trained Volunteers to undertake
this work

Priority

Resources

1

 Preservation training
 Volunteers to undertake work

1

 Acquire housing materials
 Preservation training
 Volunteers to undertake work

12.2 Environment
Recommendation
Short term
Keep outer doors closed as much as
possible to prevent ingress of dust,
insects, light, etc.
Medium term
Replace open boxes with closed boxes or
cover open boxes to reduce the impact of
dust.
Maintain a cleaning program to keep dust
levels low for materials on open display.
House unboxed stored collection material
to prevent dust forming on objects.
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Long term
Continue a regular environmental
monitoring program to monitor
temperature and relative humidity in all
collection areas.
Move fragile or environmentally sensitive
material away from outer walls and
windows to inner spaces where building
mass can buffer environmental
conditions.

1
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 Trained Volunteers to maintain
this work

2

12.3 Disaster Planning
Recommendation
Short term
Conduct a risk assessment of the
buildings and collections.

Priority

Resources

1

Organise a tour of the building and
collections by the fire brigade on a
regular basis to develop familiarity with
collections and their preservation
requirements during emergencies.

2

 Disaster training
 Volunteers to undertake work
 Liaison with local emergency
services groups, fire brigade

Raise all objects resting on the floor in
water prone areas up on blocks by 10cm.

3

Medium term
Develop a collection disaster plan to
prepare for, prevent and respond to any
disaster incidents involving collections.

 Spacer blocks

1

 Disaster training
 Outsource plan development
 Volunteers to undertake work

Long term
Implement and maintain a disaster
planning strategy.

1

 Trained Volunteers to maintain
this work

Acquire disaster response supplies

2

 Funding for supplies

Establish a separate quarantine space for
suspect incoming and collection material
(dirt, dust, insects, and mould).

3

 IPM, risk mitigation strategy
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Authorship
This Conservation Assessment was undertaken by Kim Morris, Director and Senior
Conservator, and staff members Tamara Gervasoni, Maree Swann and Mathew Smith of Art
& Archival Pty Ltd on site in September 2013. The report based on the assessment was
completed in December 2013.
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